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	The best-performing companies have leaders who actively apply moral values to achieve enduring personal and organizational success. Lennick and Kiel extensively identify the moral components at the heart of the recent financial crisis, and illuminate the monetary and human costs of failed moral leadership in global finance, business and government. The authors begin by systematically defining the principles of moral intelligence and the behavioral competencies associated with them. Next, they demonstrate why sustainable optimal performance–on both an individual and organizational level–requires the development and application of superior moral and emotional competencies. Using many new examples and real case studies and new interviews with key business leaders, they identify connections between moral intelligence and higher levels of trust, engagement, retention, and innovation. Readers will find specific guidance on moral leadership in both large organizations and entrepreneurial ventures, as well as a new, practical, step-by-step plan for measuring and strengthening every component of moral intelligence–from integrity and responsibility to compassion and forgiveness. The authors also provide practical ways for readers to develop their own moral and emotional competencies.
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CentOS System Administration EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Become an efficient CentOS administrator by acquiring real-world knowledge of system setup and configuration


	About This Book

	
		Centralize user accounts in openLDAP and understand how Directory can be at the back-end of many services
	
		Learning Puppet to centralize server configuration will...
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SQL Tips and TechniquesPremier Press, 2002
Beginning with tips for the person who is programming with SQL for the first time, SQL Tips and Techniques grows with your skills. You can start with Tip 1, "Understanding the Definition of a Database," and by the last Tip, "Displaying Image Data Stored Within a SQL Table," you will have covered all aspects of...
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The Little SAS Book for Enterprise Guide 4.1SAS Institute, 2006
For over three decades, SAS software has been used by programmers, analysts, and scientists to manipulate and analyze data. Today, SAS (pronounced sass) is used around the world in 110 countries, at over 40,000 sites, by more than 4.5 million users. SAS users stay with SAS year after year because they know its broad flexibility and depth of...
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Energy Efficient Homes For Dummies (Home & Garden)For Dummies, 2008
Hands-on, practical solutions to save money by making smart energy changes
    
    One of the best and most affordable strategies people can employ to combat global warming is to improve the energy and water efficiency of their homes. Energy Efficient Homes For Dummies provides homeowners with advice, tips, and projects to reduce costs,...
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Best Practices in Leadership Development and Organization ChangePfeiffer, 2004
The purpose of this best practices handbook is to provide you with all of the
most current and necessary elements and practical “how-to” advice on how
to implement a best practice change or leadership development initiative
within your organization. The handbook was created to provide you a current
twenty-first...
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IT Project Management HandbookManagement Concepts, 2001
Now you can manage IT projects quickly, easily, on time, and on budget!
IT project management has developed into a complex process with a broader scope of responsibilities than ever before. Here is the newest and most comprehensive book to offer winning insights and strategies on how to manage every step of the process. Written by two of this...
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